**Q**

Haiti’s Parliament earlier this month rejected President Rene Preval’s nominee for prime minister, Robert Manuel, the second candidate for the post to be rejected by lawmakers in a month. What effect is the delay in filling the post having on Haiti? Will Preval and Parliament reach an agreement on a prime minister?

**A**

Guest Comment: Johana Mendelson Forman: “Haiti is currently facing many crises—food shortages a deteriorating security climate manifested by the rise in kidnappings, criminal activity related to drug trafficking, and general reconstruction needs. To move Haiti forward, it must have a government that can sign agreements for continued foreign assistance to support programs in rule of law, health, education, and security. If Preval is forced into a situation where he governs by executive order, donor confidence will erode, as will hard-won democratic gains since 2006. This scenario of parliamentary stalemate to replace Prime Minister Alexis repeats a 1997 crisis of Preval’s first administration when it took Preval 21 months to replace Prime Minister Rosny Smarth. With the rejection of Preval’s second candidate for prime minister in less than a month, the Haitian Chamber of Deputies—through the Progressive Parliamentarians Conference (CPP), a cross-party voting bloc that includes 52 of the 99 members of Parliament—has challenged President Preval’s leadership again. The technical reasons for rejecting Robert Manuel, a security expert and strategist of Preval’s 2006 campaign, arise from a formalistic read of the Haitian Constitution about consecutive years of residency in Haiti. A similar technical objection [based on] proof of nationality was raised against the previous nominee, Ericq Pierre. Rumors of yet another nominee, Michele Duvivier Pierre-Louise, an economist and head of the Focal, are also circulating. Her close ties to Preval may also suffer a similar fate as the first two candidates. This breakdown in
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**Will Preval and Parliament Agree on a New Prime Minister?**

Bolivia’s Tarija Province Votes in Favor of Autonomy

Mario Cossio, the governor of Bolivia’s Tarija province, on Sunday hailed voters’ approval of greater autonomy from the central government. See story on page 2.
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**Political News**

**Bolivia's Gas-Rich Tarija Province Votes in Favor of Autonomy**

 Voters in Bolivia’s Tarija province voted in favor of greater autonomy Sunday, making the province the fourth to approve increased independence from the central government, the Associated Press reported. Although electoral officials said final results would not be ready until Wednesday, pollsters said the pro-autonomy vote received 80 percent support. "A new Bolivia must be built on a foundation of autonomy," Tarija Governor Mario Cossio told a crowd of supporters Sunday night. "Centralism has left a bad legacy— we are the second-poorest country on the continent. Autonomy is the new path."

— Mario Cossio

Morale’s cabinet chief, Juan Ramon Quintana. But a local prosecutor ordered the men freed hours after their arrest, saying there was a lack of evidence. "We are denouncing to the country and to the world that behind this assassination attempt there is a plot, a sinister plan whose reach we still don’t know. But we are aware of the motives," Quintana told reporters.

**Colombia Protests Remarks by Nicaraguan President Daniel Ortega**

 Colombia’s government on Friday sent a written protest to Nicaragua over comments made by President Daniel Ortega at a public meeting, Reuters reported. The former Marxist guerrilla called Colombian leader Alvaro Uribe a “terrorist” and criticized the two-term Colombian president for ordering the bombing of a FARC rebel camp inside Ecuador on March 1. "He says he’s fighting terrorism but he’s the terrorist," Ortega said at a meeting in his Central American country attended by survivors of the raid, according to the report. Colombia sent the letter the following day to Nicaragua "rejecting most energetically" Ortega’s comments, according to Reuters. Uribe and Ortega have attacked each other verbally in the wake of the March 1 raid, in which the FARC’s number-two commander was killed.

**Economic News**

**Latin America Should Think Twice About Price Controls, Subsidies**

Latin American countries should think carefully before funding subsidies and imposing price controls to control inflation, a World Bank official said Friday, according to Reuters. "We’re not against subsidies, but subsidies need to be targeted and effective, efficient and affordable,” Pamela Cox, the World Bank’s vice president for Latin America and the Caribbean, told reporters in Canada. "It’s very hard to do that with generalized price controls in any economy.” Cox’s comments come as more countries in the region look at price controls to contain rising food costs. Last
week, the Mexican government announced it had reached an agreement with Mexican foodmakers to freeze prices on 150 goods. In Colombia, President Alvaro Uribe said Saturday he would seek a deal with business groups and labor unions to control food prices, according to Reuters. In addition, Brazil, Mexico, and Venezuela fund fuel subsidies, a policy that—at least in Mexico’s case—is putting extraordinary pressure on government budgets at a time of skyrocketing oil prices worldwide. Panama joined that group on Friday when President Martin Torrijos announced his government would spend at least $40 million over the next six months to subsidize gasoline and electricity costs. Cox said such subsidies can become difficult to abandon, even when the inflation subsides, and divert resources away from much-needed investments like infrastructure. "If countries are making a trade-off between short-term consumption subsidies now versus the longer-term investment that you need, we would be concerned that, if subsidies remain and if they eat up large amounts of the budget, it could have a larger-term impact on growth in the region," she said. Cox called for greater reliance on government programs that give cash to the poorest segments of the population, rather than blanket price subsidies.

**McCain Defends NAFTA, Attacks Obama’s Position on Trade Pact**

US Republican presidential hopeful John McCain on Friday defended the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), criticizing his Democrat opponent in the November election, Illinois Senator Barack Obama, for suggesting the US could opt out of the pact if Canada and Mexico did not agree to revise its labor and environmental provisions. In a speech to a group of Canadian businessmen in Ottawa, McCain praised NAFTA for creating millions of jobs in the US and Canada, and for boosting trade. "And even now, for all the successes of NAFTA, we have to defend it without equivocation in political debate, because it is critical to the future of so many Canadian and American workers and businesses," McCain stated. "Demanding unilateral changes and threatening to abrogate an agreement that has increased trade and prosperity is nothing more than retreating behind protectionist walls," he added, although he did not mention Obama by name. Obama, however, has softened his position on NAFTA, telling reporters last week that the rhetoric during the Democratic primary had gotten "overheated" and that "I believe in free trade," according to Reuters. Obama also questioned why McCain gave the speech in Canada, instead of in Michigan or Ohio, two battleground states where trade is a key issue. In his speech, McCain also called for Canada and the US to more closely align their energy policies. Canada is a top supplier of energy to the United States.

**Ecuador Threatens to Halt Andean Talks with EU Over Immigrant Rules**

Ecuadorean President Rafael Correa on Saturday threatened to halt Andean trade talks with the European Union in the wake of the EU’s adoption of tougher detention rules for illegal immigrants, Reuters reported. "What do we have to talk about with a union of countries that criminalizes immigrants?" Correa was quoted as saying during his weekly radio address. "It will be very hard to talk business and ignore human rights." Ecuador holds the temporary presidency of the Andean Community, which includes Peru, Bolivia and Colombia and last year started negotiating a trade and cooperation agreement with the EU. The Ecuadorian president said the rule allowing EU countries to detain illegal immigrants for 18 months violates the human rights of migrant workers and is unfair to Latin America, which welcomed millions of Europeans after becoming independent in the early 19th century and again after World War II. The tougher EU detention policy has come under fire throughout Latin America. Last week, Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez threatened to punish European countries that apply the new rules by cutting off oil supplies and expelling companies. Spanish Prime Minister Jose Luis Rodriguez Zapatero said Friday his government was prepared to explain the new rules to Venezuela and others "so that the EU’s relationship with all Latin American countries remains positive," according to Reuters.
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consensus government, manifested by the CPP, should be considered a warning sign that the days of compromise and political progress are numbered. Many of these opposition legislators are worried that having a Preval ally at the helm may challenge some of the political fiefdoms that have often been part of Haitian politics. The old ‘business as usual’ model of stalemate and dissent is a bad sign for any hope of moving Haiti forward politically. One of the most compelling reasons to find an agreement is the October 2008 mandate renewal of the UN Mission, MINUSTAH. Failure to get support for it at an international level would mean that Haiti’s only stable security force would disappear, causing untold hardship and suffering, and an upswing in crime.”

**Guest Comment: James Morrell**

"Rene Preval devoted the first year of his current presidency promoting openness and the healing of past wounds. Elected with an impressive 48 percent of the vote, and with abundant foreign support as well, he had a chance to be one of the best presidents Haiti has ever had. In his second year, he has deteriorated into just another of the petty power-seekers familiar from Haitian history. While his peculiar handling of prime ministerial nominations is one measure of this, he actually touched bottom with another
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shenanigan on March 18, 2008: his orchestrated expulsion from parliament of the vice president of the senate, Rudolph Boulos, who was threatened with arrest and mistreatment in jail. Last November, Senator Boulos presented at a forum of the Inter-American Dialogue; he is a founding member of our Haiti Democracy Project. The succession of prime ministerial nominations and rejections are but surface reflections of deeper maneuvering for the 2011 presidency. Preval enhances his personal power by diminishing that of both prime minister and parliament. He has hit on the device of half-hearted nominations to be slapped down by parliament for laughable technicalities, which discredit the legislators but are really driven by the power struggle. The device is superficially crafty, and he used it with success in his first presidency, finally dissolving parliament in 1999. Never mind that in the process Haiti loses both ministerial government and legislative oversight. The wonder is not that Haitian power-holders should behave in the same way that they have for 200 years. Rather, the wonder is that the international community, with 9,500 troops on the scene, and the Haitian diaspora, with 83 percent of Haiti’s professional brainpower, should tolerate this for a moment. In anything they do to correct the situation, they will have the support of the Haitian people, among whom sentiment for Preval has fallen below 20 percent.”

— James Morrell

“Preval enhances his personal power by diminishing that of both prime minister and parliament.”
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